To: All Interested Bidders

From: Lucy Balderama, Inventory Bid Technician

Date: September 5, 2014

Subject: BID# 14-047, Two (2) Sport Utility Vehicles, Four (4) 1/2 Ton Pick Up Trucks Extended Cab & One (1) Box Truck Aluminum Van Body for the County of El Paso

This addendum has been issued to notify the vendors of the following questions:

1. On the vehicle specification #3, it asks for a ladder rack. Are you needing a full ladder rack that covers the whole bed and goes over the cab, or something less heavy duty? (There are several options for holding single ladders in the bed of the truck.)

   **Response:** A single ladder, side mount, truck rack that can be mounted on either side of the truck and that can also be removed when not needed.

2. On the vehicle specification #3 and #4, it asks for a tool box. Are there any specifications for the tool box you would like (ie material, gauge of material, size, chest or over rail)?

   **Response:** The County is requesting a tough rust resistant aluminum diamond flush mount truck bed tool box with forward lid design for full uninterrupted opening.

3. On the vehicle specification #3 and #4, it ask for a safety light bar. Are there any specifications for this Safety Light Bar (i.e. size, color of LED’s, if you want take down or alley lights)?

   **Response:** 56” LED Light Bar, 360 degree lighting system with extremely low amperage draw and aerodynamic design for fuel savings. (Amber/White color lights.)
4. On the vehicle specification #5, it calls for a E240 chassis. This will not work for the 16’ box. Do you want a van cab or a truck cab? Do you want a tuck under lift gate or a rail lift gate? How big of a platform does the lift gate need? Neither type of lift gate will allow for a step bumper. Can you please clarify on this one?

Response: This vehicle should be a Ford E450. The vehicle needs to be a truck cab type. The lift gate needs to be a hydraulic tuck under type. The platform needs to be 3 feet X 6 feet (3 feet wide; 6 feet long).

5. On Lift gate, does the County want a tuck away or fold up 1000 lb lift?

Response: The vehicle needs to be Ford E450 w/14500 GVWR. The lift gate should be tuck under 1,500 lb 4 minimum capacities.

6. Does the body need e-track or tie downs or partial wood slats?

Response: The vehicle requires floor and side (vertical and horizontal) mounted e–track.